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AustBat Microbat Harp Traps
De'7eloped and refined over a 25-year period, the Austbat Harp Trap name is synonymous
with trapping efficiency, build quality and field-friendly features. Constructed from
\
·
selected high quality materials, our designs offer ease and speed of assembly, light
._
\ .
. ...
~eights, corrosion resistance and general robustness.
We produce two, three and four bank Harp Traps, in a range of sizes. Catching bags can
be ordered in traditional natural poly cotton or our synthetic rot-proof"Troppo" bag. ~ . _ .'
Traps are fully strung and complete with guy ropes and user manual. Transport optio!1_s : , _
•
include lightweight carry bags, or the robust and watertight heavy duty cartage tube.
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– Instructions for Contributors –
The Australasian Bat Society Newsletter will accept contributions under one of the following two
sections: Research Papers, and all other articles or notes. There are two deadlines each year: 10th
March for the April issue, and 10th October for the November issue. The Editor reserves the right to
hold over contributions for subsequent issues of the Newsletter, and meeting the deadline is not a
guarantee of immediate publication.
Opinions expressed in contributions to the Newsletter are the responsibility of the author, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Australasian Bat Society, its Executive or members.
For consistency, the following guidelines should be followed:













Emailed electronic copy of manuscripts or articles, sent as an attachment, is the preferred method
of submission. Faxed and hard copy manuscripts will be accepted but reluctantly! Please send all
submissions to the Newsletter Editor at the email or postal address below.
Electronic copy should be in 11 point Arial font, left and right justified with 16 mm left and right
margins. Please use Microsoft Word; any version is acceptable.
Manuscripts should be submitted in clear, concise English and free from typographical and spelling
errors. Please leave two spaces after each sentence.
Research Papers should include: Title; Names and affiliation of authors and an email address for
corresponding author; Abstract (approx. 200 words); Introduction; Materials and methods; Results;
Discussion; and References. References should conform to the Harvard System (author-date; see
recent Newsletter issues for examples).
Technical notes, News, Notes, Notices, Art etc should include a Title; Names and affiliation of
author(s) and an email address for the corresponding author. References should conform to the
Harvard System (author-date).
All pages, figures and tables should be consecutively numbered and correct orientation must be
used throughout. Metric units and SI units should be used wherever possible.
Colour photographs can be reproduced in the Newsletter. These should be submitted as high
resolution attachments rather than embedded in the word document. Diagrams and figures should
be submitted as ‘Camera ready’ copy, sized to fit on an A4 page, or electronically as TIFF, JPEG or
BMP image files. Tables should be in a format suitable for reproduction on a single page.
Editorial amendments may be suggested and all articles will generally undergo some minor editing
to conform to the Newsletter.
Please contact the Newsletter Editor if you need help or advice.
Advertising: please contact the Editor for current advertising (half and full page) rates.
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– Editorial –
Hi everyone,
A special thank you to all those who have
contributed towards this edition, there is a real
Australasian feel to this edition, with lots of
adventures in exotic (well, to me anyway!) batting
destinations. I hope you all enjoy the journey
from research on the Cook Islands (page 11), to
an incredible description of bush meat hunting in
Fiji (page 12).
Coming soon in August is the ABS Financial
Annual General Meeting. An outline of the
program is provided here on pages 6 to 10. As
you will see, the meeting is much more than a
discussion of finances.
There is a huge
opportunity for members to both learn from, and
contribute to, presentations on important matters
that relate to the core of ABS principals. It is also
an excellent opportunity for any member to voice
concerns, provide feedback, offer encouragement
to the executive () and / or ask questions of the
gathering of experts that will be present.
Thank you to Sophie Petit and Annette Scanlon
(page 30), who have provided an enticing
promise of a report on their research into the bats
of Fiji. As editor for our incredible society, I would
love to see more reports on what I’m sure is a
prolific amount of research being conducted
throughout the region. So please, if you are
studying bats – please let us know of your
progress and interesting findings – don’t wait until
the next conference!
I’m sure a great many of you are familiar with the
image from this edition’s front cover. Kathy
Holowko, a Melbourne based artist, has done a
truly spectacular job adorning Melbourne’s
Federation Square with hundreds of creative
flying-foxes. I was amazed at the majestic and
serene feeling these sculptures imparted to the
bustling Fed Square in the heart of the CBD. See
page 22 for Kathy’s report on this exhibition.
Finally, a very important date to mark in your
diaries now: next year’s ABS Conference will be
held in HOBART, 29th March – 1st April. I for
one hope to make it across this time, it’s been far
too long since touching base with you all!
As always, happy batting.
Susan Campbell
ABS Newsletter Editor
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Cover (image Kathy Holowko) and above (image
editor’s own): ‘Batmania’ has hit Federation
Square in Melbourne curtesy of local artist Kathy
Holowko. A magnificent art installation paying
homage to Melbourne’s iconic flying-foxes is
showing at Federation Square in Melbourne’s
CBD. Kathy has also contributed an article
detailing her work in this Newsletter, page 22.
Next page:
Kyle emerging
victorious with
another
datapoint on a
trip to capture
Taphozous on
Bowthorn
Station, north of
Riversleigh.
Photo: Luke
Hogan
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– From the President –
Another six months blazes past… So what has
the society been up to?—or rather the bits that
the pres has had something to do with.
I received quite a few updates on Bat Nights from
Maree Treadwell Kerr and Robert Bender.
Another successful year, with plenty of
educational fun. Thanks to everyone involved in
Bat Nights—a lot of work goes on behind the
scenes to make them happen, and they are an
important way that our society can engage with
the wider community.
The society made two submissions through the
public consultation process for two draft
documents since the last Newsletter. Firstly, we
prepared a comment on the Commonwealth
Government’s “Draft EPBC Act Policy Statement:
Camp management guidelines for the Greyheaded and Spectacled flying-fox”, which was
submitted at the end of January. Thanks so
much to everyone who helped put this document
together, and there were indeed many people
involved in this. Our submission was reviewed
and endorsed by several organisations, in lieu of
them making separate representations or in
addition to making their own:
 IUCN SSC Bat Specialist Group provided a
letter of endorsement
 Bat Conservation International provided a
letter of endorsement
 Bat Conservation Trust provided a letter of
endorsement
 UNEP/EUROBATS letter sent directly to DotE
 New South Wales Nature Conservation
Council included an endorsement of the ABS
submission in their own representation
 Jane Goodall Institute, Australia provided
endorsement
 International Fund for Animal Welfare provided
endorsement
 Australasian Wildlife Management Society
provided endorsement
The ABS is very grateful for this support, and
glad to be working together with these
organisations. I followed up on our submission
when visiting the Commonwealth DotE recently,
and was assured that it would be taken into
consideration.
We also submitted a critical
review of the draft “Flying-fox Camp Management
Policy Review” for the Office of Environment and
Heritage in New South Wales, which was
submitted at the beginning of December 2014.
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Once again, I would like to thank everyone
involved on behalf of the society for preparing
these, especially the gals in the ABS Flying-fox
Subcommittee. I feel it is extremely important to
comment on these types of documents—gives us
a chance to ‘head stuff off at the pass’.
You will have seen a couple of emails
announcing the Financial Annual General
Meeting in Melbourne at the Arthur Rylah Institute
on the weekend of 1–2 August. The focus is on
contributing to various things that will help us
have influence. The idea is for people to actively
contribute to the various documents before the
FAGM, and then get together in Melbourne to
thrash out any issues where there is
disagreement or that need to be worked out
better. We currently have a drafts and proposals
for four areas that cover a wide range of interests
in our society:
 a draft update of the ABS recommendations
for the acoustic survey of bats;
 an idea to expand and combine our position
statements and recommendations documents
into a digital book;
 a proposal to compile multifarious information
on flying-foxes into a central and useful
resource for the ABS;
 discussion over the IUCN species profile
templates as part of the re-assessment that
the ABS is helping with;
 plus, of course, the FAGM of the ABS, where
we discuss all manner of society business.
If you would like to have an influence in bat
conservation, please consider contributing to
these processes—contact me for more
information.
You can still register at
https://eventbrite.com/event/16388847484/ and
the password is “bats”.
This Newsletter was put together by the
indomitable team of Susan and Lindy—thanks yet
again gals.
And thanks to everyone who
contributed. Please think of the Newsletter when
you next experience something interesting. And,
I am looking forward to seeing you at the FAGM
in August, and maybe even some of you in
Kuching for the SEABCO conference, which is
always a really great experience.
Kyle Armstrong
ABS President
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– Australasian Bat Society Inc. Business and Reports –
Australasian Bat Society, Inc.
Financial Annual General Meeting
and Workshops
ARI, Heidelberg, Melbourne
weekend of 1–2 August 2015
Arthur Rylah Institute, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning,
123 Brown St., Heidelberg, Victoria.
Saturday 1 August
10:00 to
10:15
10:15

12:30
13:30

to

to
to

12:30

13:30
15:00

15 mins
2 hours
15 mins

WELCOME and outline of the meeting objectives - by the
president
SESSION 1 DISCUSSION ON ECHOLOCATION CALL
SURVEY AND REPORTING STANDARDS

1 hour
1 hour
30 mins

The ABS acoustic survey guidelines are currently being updated.
A draft will be circulated for comment prior to the workshop with
the aim of the workshop to seek further input and to ensure it
covers the situation of all bat acoustic analysis in Australia.
Catered lunch
SESSION 2 COMPILATION OF RECOMMENDATION
DOCUMENTS INTO A BOOK
Discussion on the feasibility of a society focus on producing a
guidelines document similar to that of the Bat Conservation Trust
in the UK, but with much more detail around our situation in
Australasia. See attached proposal for further details. If there
was interest in pursuing this idea, we would seek contributors
and start the process of coordinating the work.
Afternoon tea

15:00

to

15:20

20 mins

15:20

to

16:45

1 hour
25 mins

18:00

onwards

SESSION 3 A NEW STRATEGY ON FLYING-FOXES
Discussion on coordinating conservation work on flying-foxes
through the society, based on an updated plan provided by the
ABS Flying-fox Subcommittee. A particular focus will be
Queensland, given opportunities for interacting with the new
government, as well as working as part of the Flying Fox
Alliance in collaboration with other organisations.
Dinner nearby (book out a local restaurant)
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Sunday 2 August
8:30 to
8:45 to
11:00

8:45
11:00

to

11:20

11:20 to

12:30

15 mins
2 hours
15 mins
20 mins
1 hour 10
mins

12:30 to
13:00 to
15:00 to

13:00
15:00
15:10

30 mins
2 hours
10 mins

15:10

to

16:45

1 hour 35
mins

16:45

to

17:00

Welcome and our aims for the day - President

Financial Annual General Meeting
Morning tea
IUCN WORKSHOP PART 1
Discussion to finalise our ABS contributions to species profile
templates for the IUCN Red List re-assessment process. See
further details below.
Catered lunch, bring into IUCN workshop
IUCN WORKSHOP PART 2
Afternoon tea
IUCN WORKSHOP PART 3
Close - by the President

Venue information
The FAGM and workshops will be held at the Arthur Rylah Institute, the biodiversity research institute
for the DELWP, in Heidelberg in the north-eastern suburbs of Melbourne. It is 25 km from the
Melbourne Airport.
Accommodation within walking distance is limited. There is one B&B and some apartments.
Austin Rise Bed and Breakfast – 5 Quinn St, Heidelberg. 5 min walk from venue and restaurants.
http://www.austinrise.com.au/
Slightly further away there are a number of motels on Bell St, Preston, 5 km to the west with a direct
bus route to within walking distance of the venue. Examples of the motels are:
Breakfree Bell City www.breakfree.com.au/bell-city/
Mantra Bell City www.mantra.com.au
Alternatively ARI is close to the Heidelberg train station if people prefer to stay in the city.
If people are driving to ARI there is plenty of parking on-site.
Saturday evening restaurant venue is within walking distance.

Background information on the 2015 FAGM sessions
What is a Financial Annual General Meeting?
As an incorporated association registered in New South Wales, the Australasian Bat Society, Inc has
responsibilities around keeping proper financial and membership records and registers. One of our
requirements is to hold an Annual General Meeting every year, where we submit our financial
statements for the previous financial year to the membership (click on this link for more details on
associations). We hold an AGM during our biennial conference, and a Financial AGM in the intervening
years.
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In addition to the meeting and financial commitments, it is a great opportunity to discuss society
business and strategy in person, learn something new, and catch up with our batty human friends. In
the past we have mixed fun and informative activities with the FAGM. This year, we have a selection
that will hopefully cater to all interests across the membership.
We do not have much time for each session because we only have a weekend. For some of the
sessions, there will be discussion and preparation beforehand, leaving the face to face sessions to
make decision on the more difficult issues. Discussion on the sessions will likely also take place
casually in breaks and dinners, and later by email etc—people are welcome to get involved. Please
check the details below, and contact the president Kyle Armstrong if you would like to know more.
kyle.n.armstrong@gmail.com

Session 1. Echolocation call survey and reporting guidelines
The first version of the “Recommendations of the Australasian Bat Society Inc for reporting standards
for insectivorous bat surveys using bat detectors” was released in 2006 in volume 27 of the
Australasian Bat Society Newsletter.
This has been updated recently into the draft version 2: “Recommendations of the Australasian Bat
Society, Inc. for acoustic surveys for bats”, and has been circulated to interested people.
It represents an updated and expanded set of ‘recommendations’ or ‘best practice guidelines’ that cover
all aspects of acoustic surveys for bats given the recording formats, hardware and data processing
options available currently, and the more recent experience of our members over a wide variety of
environmental impact assessment projects.
We would like this document, or a shortened summary of it, to be taken up by the Commonwealth and
State/Territory Governments. The current draft is quite detailed, and we need to make sure that the
guidelines document represents a ‘collective view’. Progressing the draft together also represents an
opportunity to learn from each other and raise our own standards.
This session will allow some discussion on any of the more controversial aspects of the document, and
provide the opportunity for incorporation of feedback. It would be an advantage for those people with
the greatest desire to have input to read and provide at least a brief comment on the existing draft prior
to the session. If you would like to have input into this draft, contact Kyle: kyle.n.armstrong@gmail.com

Session 2. Compilation of ABS Recommendations into a book “Good
practices for the study and conservation of bats in Australasia”
The book produced by the Bat Conservation Trust in the UK, ‘Bat Surveys: Good Practice Guidelines’,
is a really good example of policy and information that is combined and incorporated widely outside
their society, and it is updated fairly regularly. See the description here. However, it is focussed very
heavily on UK issues and misses out a lot that us Antipodeans are faced with.
The ABS has been spending effort getting position statements and recommendations documents
together, but it is a slow process and it is a challenge to get organisations outside the society to take
notice of them. There is also not much incentive for authors and contributors because of lack of formal
acknowledgement through listed authorship.
The content of a proposed new book to be produced by the ABS would focus on recommendations—
the best ways to do things. It would not simply be a literature review of techniques, nor a prescriptive
set of standards, but instead represent guidelines that would help to set expectations around quality
work. The format of the book would probably be digital, with the option to have a low cost printed
version for sale—we can discuss output options. It may also include video output (hosted on YouTube
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for example). We would also apply for an ISBN, which is not a difficult thing to do (we applied for an
ISSN for the ABS Newsletter several years ago).
If we combined our ideas on the best practice for all types of bat work here in Australasia into a book,
there appear to be many potential advantages and positive outcomes:










the ABS can summarise all relevant good and current practices into one source;
the ABS could further its aims easily in certain situations by promoting this one source;
it would likely become THE go-to source for researchers, land managers, governments etc, and
referred to in their policy documents (e.g. NHMRC guidelines for the use of animals in research;
state survey standards documents);
contributors would have one or more real publications to their name;
a book has greater perceived authority than a bunch of small statements, standalone DVDs,
scattered publications;
it would be a way that we can share our experiences more widely than Australasia, helping with
our interactions in the growing global bat conservation network;
the chapter authors would be from Australasia, with an emphasis on involving younger rising
stars, and folk in countries 'orbiting Australia';
we may be able to expand it or help produce similar publications for Asia in collaboration with
SEABCRU, Japan, CCINSA etc
this would be a fantastic way to focus the energy for bat conservation across the ABS.

Here are some initial chapter ideas, some likely to be longer than others:






















Approach David Attenborough to write a Preface
Assessing bat biodiversity with low-impact, robust techniques
Bat capture and handling
Guidelines for acoustic surveys (see Session1 of the FAGM weekend meeting)
Rehabilitating and replacing bat habitat
Managing caves and mines in the long term
Managing bats on agricultural and domestic crops
Minimising the effect of infrastructure on bats
Guidelines for bat assessments on windfarms
Managing bats in road-structures
Managing bats in buildings
Rehabilitating and caring for injured and abandoned bats
Living near a flying-fox colony
Managing health risks with bats
Bat dispersals
Bats in education
Managing and monitoring range restricted bats and bats on islands
Specific issues in New Zealand
Specific issues in Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands
Specific issues in Fiji
Specific issues in XXX

We will reel in a few experienced co-editors to coordinate the manuscripts and reviews.
This might look like a lot of work, but it will be spread out. If numerous people work on one or two
chapters each over the next 12 months, with time for a review, we may be able to get a working draft
ready in time for the next ABS conference in Tasmania.
At the discussion session on the FAGM weekend, the president would like to gauge interest and
commitment to being involved, discuss potential chapters if it moves forward and derive a preliminary
list of contributors ready to begin the writing process.
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Session 3. A new strategy on flying-foxes
The Flying-fox subcommittee has been gaining momentum recently, and the coordinators have put
together an updated strategy document. This takes into account the change in government in
Queensland. We have a chance to reverse some of the more questionable aspects of flying-fox policy
and legislation in Queensland, and now is a great time to get involved in a focussed effort coordinated
through this subcommittee.
In addition, we will discuss achieving our aims in collaboration with other societies through the
Australian Flying-fox Alliance. This has already been established, but has yet to really take off. It is a
national collaboration of organisations and individuals committed to the conservation and humane
treatment of Australian flying-foxes.
There are various documents relating to this alliance that are available. This is the chance for you to be
proactively involved—please come and offer to help!

IUCN workshop
The IUCN has very kindly invited the ABS to be involved in the current reassessment process for the
conservation status on the world’s mammals. We have the opportunity to help finalise the profile for all
Australian bat species, and for their global range. The following process for this exercise has been
developed with the IUCN:
1.

Templates for each species will be developed based on the profiles in the “Action Plan for
Australian Mammals 2012” by John Woinarski, Andrew Burbidge and Peter Harrison, but modified
for the IUCN format, and considering the global distribution of species (not just their Australian
distribution).

2.

The ABS will circulate these profiles to interested people for comment and updating.

3.

Contributors will feed their comments back to the ABS coordinators (IUCN Bat Specialist Group
members Lindy Lumsden and Kyle Armstrong, plus Terry Reardon) before the FAGM, and
highlight any tricky things that need to be discussed.

4.

Lindy, Terry and Kyle will compile the tricky aspects and set an agenda for a subset of species
that need further, collective discussion.

5.

On the day of the FAGM, there will be a workshop to discuss the tricky aspects and arrive at
some consensus for these.

6.

The ABS coordinators Lindy, Terry and Kyle will finalise the draft profiles and send back to the
IUCN for their final editing.

Please let Kyle know if you are interested in commenting on, or coordinating the input into particular
species. People that make major contributions will be included as authors. It will be important to
compile any relevant unpublished data that needs to be considered for a particular species before the
workshop, so that we can use the limited amount of time available wisely. Long anecdotal accounts of
personal experiences with species will be discouraged—we need to see brief data summaries and
crisply-outlined opinions.

.
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– Research reports –
conservation area thought there were only a few
hundred flying-foxes left on Rarotonga.
Information from locals and from Cousins and
Compton (2005) indicate that the only other
island where the flying-foxes occurred was
Mangaia, but one naturalist who worked on Atiu
Island thought that population had become
extinct around 2010.

Bats on the Cook Islands
Murray Ellis and Susan Rhind
Murray.ellis.cpcp@gmail.com
Susan.rhind@bigpond.com

The Cook Islands are located in the central South
Pacific between Tonga and French Polynesia.
The native fauna has suffered declines since
human occupation, with introduced Rattus rattus
causing several local bird species to become
threatened or extinct. An opportunity to visit the
Cook Islands in June 2014 allowed us to see
some of the bird recovery work, but to also glean
a little information about bats on the islands.

The population on Rarotonga appears to have
continued the contraction and decline reported by
Cousins and Compton (2005) and the future
looks bleak for its long-term survival without
active conservation to support the species, in
much the same way as the active support of the
endangered native birds has seen many of them
bounce back from near extinction.

We visited the islands of Rarotonga, Aitutaki and
Atiu and conducted opportunistic checks of the
night sky, forest patches and limestone caves.
Local residents including naturalists, tour guides
and fruit growers were casually asked about bats
on the islands.
No one spoken to could
remember ever seeing any microchiroptera and
we found no physical evidence to indicate that
they were on the islands.
Had any vagrants
reached the islands and died in the caves then
their remains would be quickly devoured by the
land crabs that inhabit the islands and frequent
the caves and forest floors.
The Tongan flying-fox Pteropus tonganus
tonganus was studied on the Cook Islands by
Cousins and Compton (2005) who thought that
the species was in decline. The population's
stronghold is in the Takitumu Conservation Area
on the main island of Rarotonga. This area is
privately run and the controlling families
discourage hunting within the area. A rat control
program in the conservation area has certainly
benefited some island species and seen the
recovery of the Rarotonga Flycatcher Pomarea
dimidiata from a population of 29 individuals to
over 500, and the Rarotonga Starling Aplonis
cinerascens is also increasing.

Above: Part of the flying-fox colony in the Takitumu
Conservation Area in June 2014

We would like to thank Harry Parnaby for
encouraging us to record these observations.

Reference
Cousins, J. A. and Compton, S. G. (2005). The
Tongan flying fox Pteropus tonganus: status, public
attitudes and conservation in the Cook Islands.
Oryx, 39(02), 196-203.

On the 12th of June 2014, a single colony of
flying-foxes was seen within the conservation
area in the vicinity of Cousins and Compton's
Camp 14.
There were approximately 120
individuals in trees high on a west facing ridge.
No other sightings of flying-foxes were made and
one naturalist who studied birds in the
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Beka Ni Viti: Fijian Bats
Steven Saphore
www.stevensaphore.com
Ed: Unless otherwise referenced, all photographs
supplied by Steven Saphore.
“Do you want to know the secret to this Garden of
Eden?” Qio asks me with outstretched arms in his
thick Fijian accent, “It’s the Bat.”
The incessant chirping of insects oscillates
through the cool air. To some, this would be

considered an annoyance, to others, an
orchestra. Regardless, a multitude of species
echo with a unique rhythm. Some ring with
higher frequencies while others vary their pitch
throughout the piece. The frequent chirps of
birds, clicks of geckos and squabbles of bats join
the diversity of the choir. Soon, rhythms and
harmonies form. It is as if this hypnotic ensemble
is crescendoing together as one, pulsating
through the layers of jurassic ferns, fittingly
reminiscent of a heartbeat.
The Jungles of Natewa Bay are alive this
evening.

Above: On the peninsula of Natewa Tunuloa, Silio Lalaqila, Chairman of the Sisi Initiative Site Support
Group (SSG), points to the over 15,000 acres of jungle and forest under their guardianship. These cloud
capped mountains are home to the elusive Silktail (Sisi in Fijian), a native Fijian bird from which SSG
have taken their name and are sworn to protect.

Floating above the horizon, we spot the cloudcapped mountain: our team’s target in the
twilight. There, the Sisi Initiative Site Support
Group (SSG) has long maintained a campsite as
an outpost for their patrols.
I’m hiking with Silio Lalaqila and Lusiano Qio,
Chairman and Vice Chairman of the SSG.
Winners of the United Nations Equator Prize for
outstanding conservation, they are a grassroots

organisation from rural Muana Village who
dedicate themselves to the protection of over
15,000 acres of jungle and forest in Natewa
Tunuloa from deforestation and development.
This evening, we are on an expedition into
Natewa’s old growth hills to oversee the
overflowing flora and fauna occupying this humid
neck of the valley.
With a strong cultural
attachment to their land, Fijian villagers depend
on what they can harvest from their surroundings
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to survive. As such, SSG aspire nothing more
than to nurture their rich ecosystems and
boundless biodiversity.
Just a few months earlier, Silio found himself
further away from his native habitat of Natewa
than he could have ever imaged. Setting foot in a
plane for the first time, he flew for bustling Brazil
on behalf of SSG to attend ‘Rio+20’ - A United
Nations conference on sustainable development.
Walking on stage before the world, Silio accepted
first prize of $10,000USD while donning a tuxedo.
Now leading the party in mud bespattered
gumboots and ripped clothing, he explains the
core principles of SSG to me.
Opposing
assimilation with mentalities of capitalism and
hourly labor, Silio challenges me to name a
concrete jungle where enough food for a feast

each day grows no more than a 15 minute walk
from your home.
Occasionally, the musky smell of a flying-fox
tickles our noses. As often as we pinpoint the
source of the dank scent, we find ourselves
eluded by the sound of flapping wings as the
timid creature stealthily launches into the cover of
darkness. Ultra sharp hearing and sensitive
noctidiurnal eyesight of these winged mammals
make them faster than we can catch a glimpse.
Some like the smell of this wafting jungle aroma,
some hate it; many don’t know it. Perhaps
having spent as large an amount of time around
bats as Silio and Qio, your nose may swiftly grow
fond of their unique perfume too.

Above: The only mammal capable of true flight, a 'Beka Sigasiga' (Known as 'Samoan Flying-fox' in
English) hangs from the branch of a pawpaw tree as it surreptitiously approaches the fruit. Clearly visible
along the branches are the claw marks of numerous bats who visit this tree regularly. In Fiji, flying-foxes
are considered a delicacy.

Gazing up at the many hilly peaks around us, we
notice swarms of flying-foxes have roused from
their daytime slumber. Whirling around their
roosts, they prepare for a nightly descent into the
jungle. This comes as little surprise to me
because, as Qio’s cane knife hacks a path
through the layers of overgrown grass, we are
currently traversing the bounty of the jungle;
clusters of wild banana, breadfruit, cocoa, noni
and pawpaw trees vibrantly reveal themselves in
the fading dusk light. Often found squirming their
tongue between petals or eating the innards of a

pawpaw, flying-foxes subsist entirely on a diet of
fruit, seeds and nectar. They disperse seeds
over huge distances through their waste and
fertilize hundreds of trees in a single night while
gliding powered in pollen. One of the main
pollinators of Fiji’s plant life, flying-foxes are
arguably the most important creature to grace
this environment.
At this point, sunlight has entirely faded and a
sprinkling of stars reveal themselves across the
inky canopy. Halting in his tracks, Silio whispers,
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“Au boica na be’a...” as he unexpectedly stoops
into a crouch.
“He can smell a bat…” Qio quietly translates for
me as we follow his lead.
In a disturbing display of astonishing reflexes,
Silio [using my tripod] strikes a low flying bat
directly out of the air. Unbeknownst to all except
Silio, a Samoan flying-fox, only seconds prior, sat
surreptitiously in preparation of our presence on a
cassava plant not two meters away.
The jungle’s ambience is now splintered by an
excruciating screech. I watch as Silio and Qio
scoop up and snap the flying-foxes arms/wings.
The crunch grabs my collar and yanks me back
mere weeks, where I found myself in the
company of dedicated doctors performing soul
saving surgeries on bats with broken wings.
Despite witnessing many tragic circumstances
while covering Australia’s 2012 flying-fox
extermination epidemic, I could not have
prepared for this. My heartbeat races while that
of the flying-fox slows to a flatline as I watch Silio
administer fatal blunt force trauma to its head
with a cassava stalk. After a painful 15 minutes,
it is dead. Picking up the slung heap of flesh like
a t-shirt, he tells me, “In this region, flying fox is
[considered a delicacy].”
A multitudinous entity, bats are relied upon for
maintenance of Natewa Bay’s environment as
well as a source of food for its inhabitants. The
strenuous nature of this quest means we will be
famished later and Silio was presented with an
opportunity to eat. I spend the remainder of the
journey brooding over this unpleasant dichotomy
of survival and violence.

Before too long, we reach camp.
Our
accommodation is nothing more than a frame of
wooden planks enclosed with five sheets of
rusted corrugated iron. Curling in the corners,
rain has long rusted away many nails that once
secured the roof and walls.
After blissfully
removing our inundated shoes and muddy
clothing, Qio and I shake out our bedding for the
night: a dusty pile of weaved voivoi mats.

Above: A multitudinous entity, bats are relied
upon for maintenance of Natewa Bay’s
environment as well as a source of food for its
inhabitants.

Silio takes the fresh kill into the fireplace/kitchen,
a makeshift area built directly outside the main
hut and uses coconut husks to start a fire. Jars
of sugar, salt and empty tea cups line a shelf,
while stalks of cassava and yaqona litter the
ground.
Crude, yet these simple amenities
transform this pile of building supplies into a
home.
Kania Na Beka: Eating Bats
Having lived as a missionary in New Zealand for
many years, Qio is a well-travelled and insightful
Fijian villager. Given the privilege of first choice,
he removes a wing from the body while casting
some insight on todays breakfast.
“To us [in Natewa Bay], eating this be’a is the
same as eating fish or chicken. Of all the animals
we can catch here, be’a is the tastiest, the one
we’ll always go for. You can ask anyone in all
these villages down here *pointing towards the
bay*, they will tell you if you don’t believe me.
The kids love it, if they see [cooked bat], they’ll
fight for it! When they’ve finish eating, nothing is
left but the bones!”
Nothing?... Fur, stomach, head?

Above: Silio Lalaqila of the Sisi Initiative Site
Support Group (SSG) fans the fire in a makeshift
kitchen of his plantation camp.

“Nothing. Of all the animals we catch, be’a is the
cleanest. They [only] eat fruit and seeds and
drop their waste at the same time. The stomach
is clean.”
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Above: Bat Stew; Free range Beka Lulu (Samoan Flying-fox) infused with natural juices, blanched eyes
and plump wings. Simmered over an open fire and served steaming. Flown in daily…$0
Below: A common misconception suggests flying-foxes are filthy animals due to their pungent smell.
However, meticulous grooming and impeccable hygiene rank them among the cleanest animals in the
world. As such, "When we eat be'a [bat], nothing is left but the bones" says Qio.
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With a severe lack of information concerning
numbers, diets and threats of their bats, Fiji
happens to be home to the rarest one in the
world. Perched on the brink of extinction high
above Taveuni Island’s ‘cloud forest’ lives the
critically endangered, Beka Mirimiri. Arduously
journeying to the remote Des-Voeux Peak in
2009, a team caught one pregnant female. It's
known population? One. Not one hundred, not
one thousand... One. Single. Specimen.

thousands of Fijians unknowingly pocket and
barter with Beka Mirimiri’s portrait on a daily
basis. Unfavored by natural selection or eaten
into sparsity? Irrelevant. Because, much like the
change she represents, the future of this animal
has fallen into our palms.

Above: The known population stands at one single
specimen. She is the holotype of the species and
Fiji’s only native mammal. With her beautiful effigy
gracing Fiji’s new 10c coin, thousands of Fijians
unknowingly pocket and barter with Beka Mirimiri’s
portrait on a daily basis.

“What if you eat too many bats? Are you worried
they might disappear?” I ask.
“These be’a only come close to our village during
guava and uto season [approximately the first
three months of the year]. This is the time we
catch them. Villagers don’t come to this jungle to
hunt, just to grow, […] We need these bats for
[pollination]. We have to balance it.”

Above: Fijian Monkey-faced Bat (Mirimiri
acrodonta) - one of the rarest bats in the world,
these are the only photographs in existence of
this critically endangered species. Until recently
in the genus Pteralopex, it is now the sole
member of a new genus, Mirimiri. Found only in
the montane rainforests of one mountain (Des
Voeux Peak), Taveuni Island, Fiji.
© Pavel German / Wildlife Images

She is the holotype of the species and Fiji’s only
native mammal. Derived from the rainy terrain
she inhabits, her unique genus ‘Mirimiri
acrodonta’ is partly a Fijian translation of the word
‘Mist’. With her effigy gracing Fiji’s new 10c coin,

Once eating a species of flying-fox into extinction,
the fate of countries like Guam serve as an
example for Fiji to avoid. Despite widespread
practice, statistics regarding the consumption of
bats in Fiji do not exist. As such, it remains
difficult to assess whether or not this obscure
practice is harmful for the countries unique
noctilionine population. Due to an apparent
abundance of bats and their food-sources in the
forests of Natewa Tunuloa, however, Qio
believes their flying-fox population is safe from
the centuries-old practice, claiming,
“Fijians have been eating bats in Natewa Bay
since they were eating humans.”
This nutritious biome I find myself in is a fragile
wake up call… Nothing is left but the bones.
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Takomaqa Na Beka: Protect Bats

Above: Peeking from the darkness of a bushy alcove, an SSG member scans the area of jungle
overlooking Natewa Bay with binoculars for any signs of native bird life. An unlimited supply of fresh
water is just one of the many benefits villages in Natewa Tunuloa have reaped from protecting their
forests, jungles and wildlife.

As the heartbeat of Natewa pulses behind the
backdrop of characters whose destinies have
been intertwined with bats, my predicament
demonstrates the cruel confrontation of nature
conservation and human survival.
From therianthropic deities to tribes who believe
bat-blood will endow them with powers, influence
of the multifarious bat is deeply rooted in Fijian
culture.
Two hundred kilometres away on the Island of
Viti Levu, the Turaga Ni Koro passes the blossom
of jewel-toned flowers into the gusts of chilled air
exhaled from the mouth of the esoteric Wailotua
Caves. The cave is well known for its mass of Fiji
Blossom Bats... and myths. Local legend tells of
Ono, the six headed serpent who has domain
over these caves. The Turaga Ni Koro says
Ono’s faces can be seen within the karst
structures that play with light (and the mind),
embellishing the walls and ceilings of each
cavern. These natural caves in Wailotua Village
are home to the world's majority of Fiji Blossom
Bats.
Right: The Caves Of Wailotua.
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Above: The Caves Of Wailotua.

During special ceremonies, villagers harvest the
microbats for consumption. Using smoke, the
bats are first herded into a small cave chamber.
Waiting inside is a villager who uses no more
than her/his teeth to crush their skulls. Finally,
their bodies are collected into a bag. Reportedly,
no amount of water, tea or juice can remove the
taste of dead bats from the mouth; only yaqona.
Cavern floors in Wailotua Caves are carpeted in
a thick layer of what appears to be mud at first
glance. Upon closer inspection, one notices it is
actually droppings from the multitude of
microbats roosting on the ceiling above.

When the future of one animal hangs upon the
appetite of another, it is no longer a question of
whose survival is more important, but rather the
importance of who we give survival to. Garnering
acceptance around a crackling campfire revealed
a centuries-old taste of bat that borders the limits
of modern comprehension. In choosing this flying
mammal to internationally represent ourselves
with currency, Fiji has assumed the responsibility
of ensuring the preservation and protection of
these bats – lest the countries most important
creature becomes its tastiest.
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Above: The guano carpeting the floor of Fijian caves.

Casino heat stress event
Renata Phelps
renata.phelps7@me.com

In mid-November last year when temperatures in
the Northern Rivers region of NSW reached over
40 degrees several days in a row, the flying-foxes
in Casino (and to a lesser extent Kyogle and
Nimbin) succumbed to the heat. Local wildlife
carers from nearby WIRES branches, Northern
Rivers Wildlife Carers and Tweed Valley Wildlife
Carers responded to this emergency. There was
a death toll of over 5000 flying-foxes, however
over 400 orphans were rescued. These pups
ranged in age from newborn to five weeks.
An emergency response centre was established
with vaccinated carers and non-vaccinated
support volunteers working around the clock for
almost two weeks to stabilise and feed the little
orphans. Wildlife carers from many groups within
NSW, Qld, ACT and even South Australia quickly
offered assistance.

Groups of young flying-foxes were despatched to
carer groups many hundreds of kilometres away.
It is a great credit to the many wildlife groups who
responded so quickly and effectively. The groups
who offered to take Casino orphans already had
their own rescued pups in care and took extras
knowing there were several months of intensive
dedication
required
to
raise
them
to
independence.
There was a very real prospect of another heat
event the following weekend, with the associated
preparation and monitoring being juggled with the
constant feeding demands, but thankfully a cooler
change and storms came through just as the
temperatures started to soar, diverting a further
disaster.
Although wildlife carers have had to deal with bat
heat stress events in the past, there are no
known records of one in November when there
were so many dependent young. Amazingly,
almost all the rescued pups which went to the
many carers all over the country survived.
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Above: Casino heat stress event. Photo credit Dee Hartin

Most of the rescued pups were Black Flyingfoxes; fewer than 8% were Grey-headed Flyingfoxes. The Black Flying-foxes had to be released
back on the North Coast or in Queensland, so
once they were raised and ready for crèche, they
had to make the trip back North. This was
another logistical challenge for the various
groups.
On March 29th WIRES Northern Rivers hosted a
Bat Party to thank everyone who had been
involved in helping during the disaster, and to
celebrate the release of the bats that were saved.
A “bat installation” of hanging black silhouette
bats represented the 402 survivors, with the
names of as many of the pups as we were able to
collect from bat coordinators. A further 50 small
bats on the wall represented the bats that were
rescued but died on the first night. The party
included bat games for the kids (and kids at
heart) including a grape and spoon race, pin the
blossom on the bat, and bobbing for watermelon.
The response to this sad event demonstrates the
incredible team work possible in a disaster and
how wildlife groups and the broader community
can all pull together. WIRES Northern Rivers
thanks the many wildlife groups and other WIRES
branches for their generous support with this
unprecedented
and
challenging
wildlife
emergency.
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Above and following page: Celebration of the collaborative effort of volunteers and carers.
Photo credits: Melanie Barsony
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Batmania project
Kathy Holowko
kathyholowko@gmail.com
I am a Melbourne based artist that has created a
new public artwork of 200 fruit bats that fly
through the cavernous space of the Atrium at
Federation Square.
The Batmania project is based on my
investigations into the local fruit bat colony that is
located just a few kilometres from the centre of
Melbourne.
This colony of megabats add a touch of gothic
beauty to our skies as they make their nocturnal
pilgrimage each night. As successful colonisers
in urban areas these fruit bats represent the
complexity of coexistence between human and
wild animals. The urban setting often evicts the
presence of the animal or eliminates our
exposure to nature, in what is a human centric
environment.
The animal is commonly the
starting point for my work and I enjoy the
challenge of creating an appreciation for
unpopular animals that we are naturally adverse
to, and instead, attempt a rationalisation of their
importance to a healthy ecosystem and shared
habitat.
The Grey-headed Flying-fox are experienced by
people up to 50 kilometres in every direction from
their roost as they travel vast distances each
night in search of food, and yet they remain
somewhat of a mystery and unacknowledged
presence. I decided to research and get to know
these often maligned critters and found beauty
and purpose beyond the cliché silhouette.
The bat has historically suffered a negative image
through gothic tales, myth and pop culture. I
wanted to bring their ecological story to life and
create a sense of intrigue and demystify these
animals of the night. This sculptural installation is
a celebration of the bat as a unique and iconic
addition to our city.
I have spent a time with the Grey-headed Flyingfox colony on the banks of the Yarra River, and
watched as they launch, as a group, and make
their way across our skies. I have visited wildlife
carers, who volunteer their time to nurse injured
or orphaned bats to health and return them to the
colony. It was there, that I had my first of many
close encounters with fruit bats and was
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completely won over. I have since sculpted,
photographed and recorded these living fruit bats
and always marveled at the experience. I was
able to share the process with participants that
came to my studio.

complex and fascinating, the fruit bat particularly
so, as they are rarely met with indifference. I
hope that visitors to Federation Square walk
away with a new appreciation for the amazing
wildlife that we share a habitat with.

I hope to share the knowledge I have gained
through this public art commission and balance
the portrayal of the bat with a positive image.
The relationship between human and animal is

Batmania / Atrium / Fed Square / open 24hrs/
Until April 28 (it is looking like being extended into
mid May)

Above: Batmania art installation at Federation Square, Melbourne. Photo credit: Kathy Holowko

Bat boxes at Hanging Rock
Robert Bender
Redneb.trebor@gmail.com
Several years ago someone installed 37
beautifully made bat boxes on Messmate trees
along the bush tracks around the café at Hanging
Rock, northwest of Melbourne. They have never
been monitored to see what is using them.
William Terry, the Conservation Officer at
Macedon Ranges Shire, has been very active
supporting local conservation groups as well as
pursuing various projects to manage things set
up before he arrived in the area.

He arranged for me to go out there on 6 March
and help him check the bat boxes, which are not
widely spaced – some are on adjacent trees.
Most of them are about 3.5 – 4 metres above
ground. None of the boxes had been numbered,
so we marked numbers 1 to 37 on front and
underside.
We found no bats, but several boxes had large
quantities of bat droppings inside, so obviously
some bat colony has used some of the boxes
fairly recently.
Most had Huntsman spiders
guarding egg sacs – one or two had hatched so
there were spider-lings running about all over the
box. Many had dense masses of webbing from
spider or insect cocoons.
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William is very keen to get a regular monitoring
project up and running and would like to hear
from anybody with a bit of experience from bat
box projects who might be interested to take on
management of such a project, checking the 37
boxes a few times each year to accumulate
records of which ones are used, how often and
by what species.
Hanging Rock is 75 km
northwest of Melbourne, just off the Calder
Highway near Woodend.
He can be contacted at wterry@mrsc.vic.gov.au

Below: Batmania art installation at Federation
Square, Melbourne. Photo credit: Editor’s own.
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– Reports, Viewpoints –

Timboon is going batty. As well as the Bat Night, Timboon school is studying bats, Grade 1’s
are doing sound, the Grade 3’s and 4’s are doing bat biology, the Grade 8’s are covering bats
in their Geography course, the Food Tech group are making the giant bat cake, and bat
chocolates are being sold as part of their fund raising. Older students have a surprise
demonstration on the Bat night. Timboon businesses are getting behind the Bat night too.
Photo credit: Yonie Tiljak.

Australasian Bat Night
growing strong
Maree Treadwell
Maree.treadwellkerr@gmail.com
There has been over 50 events during this year's
Australasian Bat Night in every state and territory
and New Zealand.
These include a first ever Bat Night in Alice
Springs, a competition to win a boat cruise
detecting bats with NZ Project Echo, batty boat
cruises in Brisbane, Bat Nights at the Adelaide
Planetarium, Tasmania's bat woman, Lisa
Cawthen has run over five events in Tasmania,
numerous events with Land Care organisations
and in rural Victoria, NSW, SA and WA, including
bat box monitoring events, numerous events
within inner Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane,
fund-raising events and thank-you parties to help
carers who looked after hundreds of orphaned
baby flying-foxes resulting from heat stress
events in Casino NSW late last year, Batmania in
Melbourne, and four Bat Festivals in Blue
Mountains (over 500 people), Timboon Victoria
(the whole community was involved including

Men’s Shed and every class at the local school),
Cairns (a fantastic night and lots of media interest
as roost trees of spectacled flying-foxes in Cairns
CBD are under threat, pictured below) and
Saturday 9 May in Brisbane which has resulted in
a whole program on Brisbane local radio
afternoon show devoted to Bats (Thursday 7
May. 1 pm live in Brisbane. Broadcast statewide
at 3 pm).
Bat night began on 4 March with Parramatta Bat
Night and concluded with four events in May.
Though these events may be the last – there
might be two more in May – for Bat Night 2015,
things are already underway for events for 2016
Australasian Bat Night and it is always Bat Night
at Naracoorte Caves, SA.
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Ferntree Gully 27th March

Robert Bender: The living
embodiment of ‘community
engagement’.
Summary of Robert’s submissions prepared
by Editor.
Ed: ‘Community Engagement’ is a popular phrase
these days, particularly amongst government
departments! However, it is one epitomised by
ABS’ own Robert Bender.
I use the phrase
endearingly when referring to the ongoing
enthusiastic presentations given by Robert, who
had sent in reports of at least six bat
presentations that he had given at the time of
going to press. I have prepared a summary of
them all here using Robert’s images. Well done
Robert, again!
Sprout 12th March

On Friday 27 March, a group of organic
vegetable growers, which meets monthly in a
portable classroom behind a church organized a
talk about bats instead of about the more usual
issues of the latest techniques for growing
organic produce.
They were full of good
questions, so Robert’s one-hour talk stretched
over more than two hours. Maree had sent a big
bunch of newly printed brochures from the 2012
conference, and some of those were snapped up.
At the end, Robert was presented with a beautiful
wicker basket filled with their home-grown
organic produce – vegetables and fruits.
Chiltern 7th April
Chiltern is a small village just south of the
Victoria/ NSW border, with a very active
Landcare group, led by Biodiversity officer Jane
Roots (photo below). She organised an
information evening about bats and publicised it
vigorously around the area.
A dedicated
audience of 17 people gathered at the Senior
Citizens center after a rainy day and enjoyed a
presentation by Robert. Robert was eagerly
interrupted by one family with two boys at
question time and piles of leaflets and books
were available for people to browse. At the end
of the talk, over refreshments, Robert led a walk
to nearby Anderson Lake in the hope that,
despite light drizzle, a few bats might be out after
insects. A few freetail bat calls were detected on
Anabats and EM3s loaned from Melbourne Uni
ARCUE. Everybody said that was a really good
evening as they left to go home.

Sprout (above) is a property in Thornbury,
Melbourne conducted by Mind Australia as a
sheltered workshop for people with mild mental
disabilities. It is a long narrow strip by the Epping
rail line, with an amazing collection of vegetable
and fruit tree beds and sheds used as offices by
the small staff of enthusiastic teachers. Some of
their produce is sold to locals. Part of their
program is woodwork classes, led by Martin
O’Callaghan, who is also city of Banyule’s pest
exterminator contractor. Martin suggested a good
project for his woodwork class might be making
bat roost boxes.
Robert modified a fine powerpoint presentation
by David Wilks to present at Sprout. His efforts
were rewarded with six very fine bat boxes
crafted by the staff and students.

Shepparton 8th April (Ed: note: back to back
presentations by Robert!)
Sharon Terry, Conservation team leader for
Greater Shepparton Council, organized another
Bat Night to be held in the Council boardroom,
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same as last year. It was widely advertised on
radio, newspaper and television, including an
interview with Robert by one of the local station’s
reporters. This attracted an audience of about 40
people. Robert gave the same presentation as at
Chiltern the night before, and again many of the
questions came from the young children. Maree
had supplied a batch of the glossy leaflets, which
Sharon set out on the front table and many were
taken by the audience. After a 90 minutes
presentation, the four bat detectors were handed
around and with Sharon in the lead, everybody
soon excitedly picked up bat echolocation calls in
the park next to nearby woodlands. Sharon had
a spotlight and searched for arboreal animals
along the way, finding a ringtail in one tree.
Finishing up after 8 p.m., everyone said they had
a great night as they returned the bat detectors.

Preston 17th April
A group of eager young revegetation volunteers
with friends from various networks organized a
fund-raiser for bat carers at their home in
northern Melbourne, advertised it on their
Facebook page. The day and night were cold
and rainy which reduced attendance, but about
15 people jammed into the little lounge room,
profusely decorated with posters, rugs and
mandalas.

Latrobe University 15th April
An audience of over 50 attended presentations
by Lindy Lumsden and Steve Griffiths (photo
below) at Latrobe University’s Wildlife Sanctuary.
Lindy’s Southern Freetail Bat and Little Forest
Bat were popular with the audience, who got to
view these bats up close through clear plastic
boxes that were carefully passed around. During
the day Steve had collected some bats from
nearby bat boxes, and at the end of the evening,
Pia Lentini showed the attendees how to open
the bags to release the bats inside. Everyone got
a turn at this and enjoyed watching the bats fly off
into the night (photo below).

It was a tight squeeze in the little room (above),
but there were many comments and questions
along the way.
During a gap in the rain, everyone voted to stroll
a few blocks to Darebin Creek parkland to wave
bat detectors about for a bit, but there was very
little response – too wet all day. One of those
among the audience was Kath Holowko (photo
below) whose Batmania exhibition was at
Federation Square. It was a good night, and
everyone seems to have enjoyed it. In Robert’s
words “they were still partying on when I left at 11
pm.
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Blue Mountains Bat Night 2015
Marg Turton
marg@turton.com.au

This is more than double the numbers that
attended the previous two Blue Mountains bat
nights.
Extensive publicity was carried out
beforehand, with all Blue Mountains schools
contacted about the event, the local paper
publishing an article and coverage in a local
tourism paper which also gave the night fantastic
publicity. The on-line publicity was also huge
with the bat night poster popping up on many
Facebook pages. Marg was also surprised to be
approached by ABC Central West for an
interview on the morning of the event.
Two speakers gave talks during the evening.
Marg Turton spoke enthusiastically on microbats
and Tim Pearson (photo at left) imparted his
extensive knowledge and passion for flying-foxes,
while Lukey and Ariel the flying-foxes captivated
all who saw them. The talks by both Marg and
Tim were to packed houses, and needed to be
repeated during the course of the night to enable
as many people as possible to hear them.

The fourth Blue Mountains Bat Night was held on
the evening of Friday 20th March 2015, at a new
venue, The NPWS Heritage Centre at
Blackheath. Despite initial concerns that the new
venue might see decreased numbers, the
evening attracted an estimated 500 people!

A total of eight walks were led by two Discovery
rangers down to Govett’s Leap lookout (above).
The Discovery Rangers carried bat detectors so
the crowds could hear the bats calling during the
walk. Despite the cool, drizzly weather, a few
bats were heard.
A mini bus (generously
provided by Blue Mountains City Council) carried
the walkers back up to the Heritage Centre to
continue their bat evening.
For children activities, a large marquee was
converted into a bat cave (photo over page) with
black cloth, hanging bats, bat calls played over
an ipod and plentiful bat activities. Volunteers
kept the kids occupied making bat masks, bat
door hangers and numerous other batty activities.
Free bat tattoos were applied, and the batty
badges were also very popular. The NPWS shop
at the centre really entered into the bat theme of
the night with hanging bat decorations, and had
stocked up on extra bat books, metal bat
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decorations and bat t-shirts that had been made
especially for the night. The Blackheath/Mt
Victoria Rural Bushfire Brigade provided a very
popular sausage sizzle out the front of the centre,
and was such a success that they had to rush to
the local shops twice when they ran out of bread
rolls!
Greg Richards generously offered to supply a
copy of his and Les Hall’s book ‘Bats – Working
the Night Shift’ as a door prize which was won by
a very excited 5 year old girl, who is no doubt
now regaling all her friends with batty facts. $51
was also raised from donations for the ABS.
I think the success of this bat night is due to it
having something for everyone, from adults to
children, and that it is a completely free event. I
always tell the audience, that if they just mention

to one other person about how wonderful bats
are, that already doubles the reach of our
education, in this case that would be over 1000
people!! Local bat nights really are the ground
roots force that can change people’s perceptions
about bats.
This bat night could not happen without the many
supporters and volunteers, especially National
Parks and Wildlife Service (Blue Mountains
District), Blue Mountains City Council, Blue
Mountains Conservation Society and the
Australasian Bat Society. The many volunteers
on the night were amazing, helping with walk
bookings to applying tattoos and helping children
make bat masks, to traffic control. We are
already planning on how to make next year’s
event even better and battier.
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– News and Announcements / Classifieds –
17th Australasian Bat Society
Conference:

Role of flying-foxes in Fiji’s
rainforest health

Hobart, Tasmania

In a future ABS Newsletter we will hear about a
research project co-ordinated through the
University of South Australia by Dr S. Petit –
‘Role and conservation of flying-fox biodiversity
for Fiji's rainforest health’. Based in low- and
mid-elevation tropical rainforest on Vanua Levu
(Fiji Islands), the collaborative research involved
the University of South Australia, University of
South Pacific, University of Hawaii, National Trust
of Fiji, and Nature Fiji-Mareqeti Viti. Dr. Annette
Scanlon led the project in the field for two years,
as a Ph.D. student at the University of South
Australia, and is the first author of several papers
already, with several more in preparation. Please
read
more
about
the
project
here:
http://www.apscience.org.au/projects/APSF_10_1
/apsf_10-1.html

29th March – 1st April 2016

Hanging out
to see you!

Photo: Lisa Cawthen

2015 Heritage Bank Volunteer
of the Year Award:
Jenny Maclean

The ABS flying-fox
subcommittee

Congratulations Jenny: most public votes,
winning $10,000 for the bat hospital, and
$1,000 for herself.

Maree Tredwell-Kerr, Louise Saunders and
Steve Amesbury

Jenny Maclean is an amazing individual. She
has given up over 20 years of her life, turning her
home into a bat hospital and giving up every
minute of every day to rescuing, rehabilitating
and releasing one of our most threatened and
vital species in Australia. Jenny is possibly one
of the most deserving people of an award like
this, with the money she could go on to do even
more amazing things, saving thousands of lives
and indirectly by saving the bats, saving our
rainforests and beautiful tropical north Qld.

ABS Flying-fox Subcommittee Conveners.
The ABS flying-fox subcommittee has been
formed to assist with flying-fox issues across
Australasia. We would love to hear more stories
about flying-foxes. Know we are also here to
assist in flying-fox conservation/education issues.
We may not be able to work miracles but we may
be able to help in some way. Even spotlighting a
species through our Newsletter to our ABS family
and extended readership we may reap rewards in
one form or another. Awareness and hopefully
sponsorship dollars! We all love to hear stories,
the good with the bad, about our remarkable
flying-foxes.
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Bat box checking website

ABS list of current
nomenclature of Australian
bats

Pia Lentini
At community education events we Melbourne
bat folks often get asked when our next set of bat
box checks will be, what to bring etc... and we
usually don't have a clear answer.
To remedy this we've set up a website so all of
the most up-to-date information about the bat box
program is in the one place:
https://batboxes.wordpress.com/
Please check it out (or even tweet it if you're that
way inclined!), and if you know people in or
visiting Melbourne who would like to see some
bats, please direct them to the site.

Kyle Armstrong
One box that we managed to tick recently was
the publishing of a list of the current
nomenclature of Australian bats. Thanks to Terry
Reardon and Steve Jackson for helping to
compile this. We hope this will help everyone
that is puzzling over what to call some critter.
This includes both scientific names and common
names. Updates will be provided when required.
Check it out, and cite it:
http://ausbats.org.au/taxonomic-list/4589345107

.
Thank you to Christopher O’Connell (carcy015@mymail.unisa.edu.au)
for supplying this photo of
a captive Ghost Bat from Gorge Wildlife Park in South Australia. This female is one of five
individuals (including one 4-5 month old pup) they have. The conditions that these bats are kept
under in captivity are of interest to Christopher, who is keen to continue research in this field in
the future.
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– Book review –
homogenized as we carry things from place to
place and help invasives establish and become
seriously damaging organisms, like the Japanese
beetle Popillia japonica that spread rapidly across
North American forests in the absence of its
usual controls from 1916, and purple loosestrife.

THE SIXTH
EXTINCTION

Efforts to introduce an invasive’s natural predator
have as often as not been further disasters, like
the wolf snail brought to Hawaii to control the
Giant African snail. Instead it eradicated many
small local snails, sending over 630 of the island
chain’s 700 species to extinction. The Australian
brown tree snake Boiga irregularis moved to
Guam in the 1940s, almost certainly on US
military aircraft, then eradicated many of Guam’s
birds and two of its three bat species. Pathogens
are a similar problem – like the Asian chestnut
blight, which doesn’t bother Japanese chestnuts,
but eradicated the North American species, killing
perhaps 4 billion trees.

ELIZABETH KOLBERT

The Sixth Extinction: an
Unnatural History
Elizabeth Kolbert, Bloomsbury 2014, 320
pages $30.
Reviewd by Robert Bender
Kolbert’s previous book, Field notes from a
catastrophe, on the scientific evidence about
climate change, was a best-seller. This one
deserves to be so, too. In 13 chapters she
examines various aspects of the concept of
extinction as it developed from the late 18th
century as Europeans slowly came to understand
the great age of the Earth and discovered fossils
and skeletons of animals no longer existing.
Chapter 10, The New Pangaea, is mainly about
bats, as a group of animals impacted by the
mass-transfer of organisms between continents
and islands with human cargo and travel, in effect
reversing continental drift and reuniting the
ancient super-continent of Pangaea that broke up
over 200 million years ago allowing flora and
fauna on the separate pieces to evolve
independently. She went about with Al Hicks, of
NY Environmental Conservation Dept, censusing
bats in caves around the state following the
discovery in mid-winter 2006 of a cave near
Albany with thousands of dead bats.
Kolbert intersperses tales of her travels and interviews with Big Picture interpretation, so her
stories of bat cave censusing mix with accounts
of geographical barriers which are the basis for
speciation and species radiation, which is now
going into reverse as earth’s biota get

The earliest record of White-nose Syndrome
came from a caver’s photograph taken in a
popular tourist cave at Howe Caverns where
200,000 visitors year go to see the caves. An
interview with Roy van Driesche informed her that
for every 100 species introductions, 5 to 15 will
establish and spread, and one of them may
cause major havoc, like the freshwater zebra
mussel.
There are now several databases of invasives
with thousands of species listed. A study of
Antarctic visitors found 70,000 seeds of plants
from other continents, of which one has
established there, adding to the previous total of
2 plant species. “We are, in effect, reassembling
the world into one enormous supercontinent – the
New Pangaea.”
She speculates that the homogenization of
Earth’s biota probably began when humans
emerged from Africa, taking dogs, fleas and lice
with them. At the same time as Darwin’s Origin
celebrated radiation and diversity, Acclimatisation
Societies worked hard at reducing it. Garden and
aquarium catalogs now entice people with nonnative species, all much intensified by the speed
of modern travel, enabling species that would die
on sailing boats’ long voyages to arrive and thrive
nowadays. In Hawaii, the natural background
rate of new arrivals is one in 10,000 years, but
now it happens at the rate of one a month,
temporarily increasing local diversity before
population crashes radically reduce it. Invasives
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ecologists expect that the homogenization will
eventually reduce species diversity by two thirds,
eradicating millions of species.
On repeated visits to her NY cave in search of
Myotis lucifugus, Kolbert saw it go from a dense
concentration to virtually zero, the piles of dead
bats decomposing to mush and tiny delicate
skeletons, and the syndrome had spread from
one state to 22, plus 5 Canadian provinces, killing
an estimated 6 million bats.
It is a well-written book, full of carefully presented
wisdom from a multitude of biologists, books and
websites she consulted as well as tales of her
field trips in search of understanding of what’s
going wrong on Planet Earth as we charge into
the 6th mass extinction, the first ever caused by
the rampant expansion of one destructive
species: us, so it is mainly about a period now
called the Anthropocene as we are in control of
what survives and what dies out.
The book has a chapter called Islands on dry
land, about the impact of fragmentation of
landscapes by land-clearing for ranching and
farming, creating islands of grass or trees. How
does this affect the ability of species living in
these fragments to survive and prosper?
Humans have occupied or modified about half the
world’s land surface, chopping it up into
fragments by replacing forests with farms and
cities. In 1970s Brazil’s government encouraged
settlement north of Manaus on the Rio Negro, an
Amazon tributary. A paved highway cut across it
and soon dirt roads fishboned off to either side to
enable clear-felling and ranching. Farmers had
to leave half their forest standing. Anticipating
the fragmentation, biologist Tom Lovejoy created
a large-scale experiment – allow scientists to
define the remnant areas as squares to test the
impact on flora and fauna. Intensive study of the
chosen reserve sites was done before clearing,
and has now been ongoing for over 30 years.
Specialists in every possible zoology discipline
tag, capture, mark, census their creatures each
year. Kolbert visited one reserve 1202, with an
ornithologist, Cohn-Haft, who has extra-ordinary
skill at identifying the hundreds of bird species by
call. He told her that at first the square reserves
increased in diversity as refugees from the
cleared areas sought shelter in the remaining
fragments, but then “both the number and the
variety of birds in the fragments started to drop.
And then it kept on dropping.” This steady
degradation was found for birds and for all other

groups of organisms – mammals, insects, frogs,
ferns, etc.
Islands are species-poor – some are too small for
the large home range some species need in
order to flourish, some lack the habitat types
animals need; small populations are vulnerable to
chance events. Jared Diamond’s analysis of bird
counts over decades on Bardsey Island, Wales,
showed that extinction risk was directly related to
population size. In continuous habitat, a local
extinction may soon be followed by recolonisation
from the fringes, but not on islands, most of which
are out of reach. On land, some birds will cross
road barriers, others won’t. As remnants one by
one wink out, local extinction can become global.
It is particularly acute in the tropics where ultraspecialisation in tiny micro-habitats is normal.
Terry Erwin’s research in Panama, insecticiding
entire trees to see what rains down, led to an
estimate of 30 million species of organisms on
Planet Earth, since somewhat revised downward.
But even so, the way we are destroying tropical
and temperate habitats we are probably losing as
E. O. Wilson estimated, 5,000 species a year,
mostly insects, which are part of a food chain:
this he calculated, is about 10,000 times the
background extinction rate before we started
destroying our planet. Kolbert watched a parade
of army ants on her Brazil forest trip and read that
up to 300 other species are associated with this
ant species, so when it goes, 300 other species
would go too. Often with a time lag as many
chance events affect the rate – called an
extinction debt, which must eventually be paid. It
is the mutualisms and dependencies that suffer
from fragmentation.
As a summary, Lovejoy told Kolbert that if “you
ended up with a landscape cut up into hundredhectare fragments, you would have lost more
than half the flora and fauna.” Frogs that breed in
peccary wallows disappear with the peccaries.
Birds habitually gathering in big flocks disappear
from small fragments. And in a warming world, in
which many species are slowly moving towards
the poles, the ones in fragmented landscapes
can’t move anywhere as gaps are too large.
All this is most relevant to the work of
conservation volunteers, who are always dealing
with invasives and with fragmented landscapes
and their impoverished species lists.
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And in a finale, to the experience of hanging
upside by their ankles from a chandelier to
experience the upside-down life.

The Magic School Bus: Going
Batty
Scholastic (20th Century Fox Home
Entertainment) 1995

Meanwhile the children enter the bus to escape,
and Ralphie presses a bat button, which makes
the bus shrink, sprout wings and big ears and
start flying about catching moths. Later Ralphie
presses another button and the bus spits out the
children who are all now bats but with
recognizable faces. They fly about gobbling
moths, discover the virtues of echo-locating to
avoid collisions in the dark, then fly into the
“castle” to rescue their parents, (“I don’t want my
dad to have nose-flaps!”) and notice the bats
eating insects. Dorothy Ann reads to them from
her book (she always has one) about bats being
mammals that drink milk, not human blood.

Reviewed by Robert Bender

Scholastic produced a long series of books and
26-minute cartoon films to enliven science
education for primary schools, based around
teacher Ms Frizzle (Lily Tomlin’s voice) and eight
children. Frizzle’s dress changes with each
episode to display the theme. Here she has bat
silhouettes over her frock, a bat-shaped brooch
and bat earrings, along with a sinister black cape.
As Frizzle says when releasing the parents from
the chandelier, “To be a bat is to love a bat.” In
the end the children turn back into humans, the
bus in a whirl becomes a bus again, and Ralphie
confesses he was wrong to get all his
misinformation from horror comics.

This one is devoted to bats. Ralphie reads
monster comics and is obsessed with vampires,
suspects his teacher might be one after dark.
Frizzle invited all the parents to go with her on an
excursion, to an old “castle” (complete with
lightning) on a dark night, to experience the bats
roosting there (all Freetails), driving there in the
yellow school bus. The anxious children follow
and overhear Frizzle making statements that
reinforce Ralphie’s suspicions. But she is only
introducing the parents to the smell of guano, to
bat mothers suckling their pups, (“I didn’t know
bats care for their young”, says Keesha’s
grandmother – voice of Eartha Kitt).

At the end of each program, cartoon children telephone the cartoon producer who answers their
questions about the various fudges to fit complex
science into a short cartoon – why so many
people enjoy being scared by vampire stories,
there being many more bat species than the one
shown in the film (over 1000), echolocation calls
being inaudible to humans, and the three real
vampire species that lick blood, not suck it.
Science research co-ordinator was Norman
Kagan, writers were Ronnie Krauss, Brian Meehl
and George Arthur Bloom. It is a brilliant series
of cartoons, now downloadable, but originally
issued on DVD, which is how I found this, at an
op shop.
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eaves, then the bus morphs into a bat-winged
flying bus with ears and canine teeth in its grille.
It flies off to seek the Little Brown Bats’ original
home, stopping first at a roost beneath a bridge
where a colony of Big Brown Bats roosts.

The Magic School Bus in the
Bat Cave
Jeanette Lane, Scholastic 2006 32 pages
Reviewed by Robert Bender

Along the way the children talk about the bats,
and there are little 25-word “essays” by the
children on the differences between bats and
birds, bat colonies, their habit of hanging upside
down high in trees, their diet, echolocation and
guano. They finish up at the house of a student’s
family where his father builds a bat house to hang
on a tree to attract bats away from the roof. The
bus returns to its normal shape and the children
return to school, having learned much about bats.

Scholastic produced a series of Magic School
Bus books graded for different primary school
levels, from 1 (short words, short sentences,
many pictures) to 4 (chapter books, more words,
fewer pictures). This is pitched at level 2, longer
stories, with bigger words here and there – for
beginner readers.

The last page is a summary on the theme of “bats
are helpful”, a warning not to handle them,
pictures of the largest and smallest bats, and a
statement that there are many more species than
the four mentioned in this little book.

Ms Frizzle the teacher and her usual class of 8
children are studying flying animals and the Friz
comes to school in a frock covered with pictures
of bats, butterflies and birds, while the children
make paper cutouts of microbats. She draws a
Little Brown Bat on the blackboard and off they
go in search of one, visiting a roost under house

Available via Amazon, for US$3 plus postage.
Highly recommended for introducing lower
primary school children to the world of bats.

Illustrations by Robbin Cuddy are excellent.
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